Public service could diminish prejudices

(Continued from page 4) not be pursued, but only that they should be explored carefully and pursued with great caution. It would be a shame, however, if fears of organizational difficulties killed the idea of bringing the country together through service. Perhaps we, as individuals, could begin to broaden our criteria as we search for jobs beyond simply, "What's in it for me?" We could begin to consider the social implications of what we chose to do or give them more weight in our decisions. If someone goes to work building bombs because he believes we need them, I might argue his reasoning, but I would still have to say, "More power to you." To put service at the top of our considerations would force some difficult decisions upon us, and to act on our convictions might prompt us to make some sacrifices. Yet we might find some deeper satisfactions in return, both for ourselves and for the country and world as a whole.
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